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1 Introduction

The focus of this book is on the integration of design and control. The objective is to design a process
which, in addition to being economically attractive from a steady-state point of view, is “easy” to control
and operate.

The focus in this chapter is different. The issue here is operation of a given plant where the design
decisions have already been made. Here it is too late with “integration of design and control”, but on the
other hand “integration of design people and control people” may give large benefits. When it comes to
operation, the “design people” usually focus their attention on optimal economic steady-state operation. The
“control people” on the other hand are focused on dynamic operation, and on keeping selected variables
at constant setpoints. The “missing link” where the interaction between the two groups is most needed,
is the issue of selecting which variables to control. For most plants, as illustrated in this chapter, this
choice can be made based on steady-state economics, so here the design people are in charge. One needs
information about expected disturbances and implementation/measurement errors (“uncertainty”), and both
the control and design people can here contribute with their process insight. However, the dynamic behavior
(controllability) of the proposed choice must also be considered, and this is the domain of the control people.

It should also be noted that many plants are not operated at the conditions they were designed for. The
reason is that the economic conditions are often such that it is optimal to operate the plant at higher capacity
than what it was designed for. This usually involves operating one or more units at capacity constraints, and
the active constraints may change on a daily basis, or as various units are “debottlenecked”. In any case,
this means that one needs to rethink the control strategy, so in most plants there will be an ongoing need for
interactions between the design and control people.

As mentioned, the focus of this chapter is on selecting controlled variables. More generally, the issue
of selecting controlled variables is the first subtask in the plantwide control or control structure design
problem (Foss 1973); (Morari 1982); (Skogestad and Postlethwaite 1996) :

1. Selection of controlled variables �
2. Selection of manipulated variables

3. Selection of measurements (for control purposes including stabilization)

4. Selection of a control configuration (structure of the controller that interconnects measurements/setpoints
and manipulated variables)



5. Selection of controller type (control law specification, e.g., PID, decoupler, LQG, etc.).

Even though control engineering is well developed in terms of providing optimal control algorithms, it is
clear that most of the existing theories provide little help when it comes to making the above structural
decisions.

The method presented in this paper for selecting controlled variables (task 1) follows the ideas of Morari
et al. (1980) and Skogestad and Postlethwaite (1996) and is very simple. The basis is to define mathemati-
cally the quality of operation in terms of a scalar cost function

�
to be minimized. To achieve truly optimal

operation we would need a perfect model, we would need to measure all disturbances, and we would need
to solve the resulting dynamic optimization problem on-line. This is unrealistic, and the question is if it is
possible to find a simpler implementation which still operates satisfactorily (with an acceptable loss). The
simplest operation would result if we could select controlled variables such that we obtained acceptable
operation with constant setpoints, thus effectively turning the complex optimization problem into a simple
feedback problem and achieve what we call “self-optimizing control”.

In this chapter we first give an introduction to self-optimizing control (Skogestad 2000), including a dis-
tillation column case study. In Skogestad (2000) the focus is selecting single measurements as controlled
variables, but more generally variable combinations may be used, and we present briefly the method of Al-
stad and Skogestad (2002) for finding the optimal variable combination for the case where implementation
errors are not important. The final part of this chapter is the application of this method to optimal operation
of a gasoline blending process.

2 Selection of controlled variables for self-optimizing control

In this chapter, we focus on optimal steady-state operation, because the plant economics are primarily
determined by the steady-state operation. Although not widely acknowledged, controlling the right variable
is a key element in overcoming uncertainty in operation.

In order to select controlled variables in a systematic way, the first step is to identify the degrees of
freedom.

The second step is to quantify what we mean by “desired operation”. We do this by defining a scalar
cost function

���
which is to be minimized with respect to the available degrees of freedom � � ,���	�
�� �������� � ������� (1)

subject to the constraints ��� ����� � ����������� � �"! �#��� � ���$�%�'&(�
(2)

Here
�

represents the exogenous disturbances that affect the system, including changes in the model (typi-
cally represented by changes in the function

� �
), changes in the specifications (constraints), and changes in

the parameters (prices) that enter in the cost function (and possibly in the constraints).
�

represents the in-
ternal states. The cost function

���
is in many cases a simple linear function of extensive variables multiplied

by their respective prices.
The third step is the definition of uncertainty, including expected disturbances (

�
) and implementation

errors ( ) ). The latter are at steady state mainly due to measurement errror.
The fourth step is to find the optimal operating point for the various disturbances by minimizing

�*�
with

respect to the available degrees of freedom � � . In most cases some of the inequality constraints are active
(
��+! �,�

) at the optimal solution.
The final steps, the most important in our view (but not considered to be an important issue by many

people) is the actual implementation of the optimal policy in the control system. We assume that we have
available measurements - �/.0������� � ������� that give information about the actual system behavior during



operation ( - also includes the cost function parameters (prices), measured values of other disturbances
�
,

and measured values of the independent variables � � ).
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Figure 1: Implementation with separate optimization and control layers. Self-optimizing control is when
near-optimal operation is achieved with ��1 constant.

Obviously, from a purely mathematical point of view, it would be optimal to use a centralized on-line
optimizing controller with continuous update of its model parameters and continuous reoptimization of all
variables. However, for a number of reasons, we almost always decompose the control system into several
layers, which in a chemical plant typically include scheduling (weeks), site-wide optimization (day), local
optimization (hour), supervisory/predictive control (minutes) and regulatory control (seconds). Therefore,
we instead consider the implementation shown in Figure 1 with separate optimization and control layers.
The two layers interact through the controlled variables � , whereby the optimizer computes their optimal
setpoints �21 (typically, updating them about every hour), and the control layer attempts to implement them
in practice, i.e. to get �435��1 . The main issue considered in this chapter is then: What variables � should we
control?

As mentioned, in most cases some of inequality constraints are active (i.e.
�*+! �/�

) at the optimal
solution). Implementation to achieve this is usually simple: We adjust the corresponding number of degrees
of freedom � � such that these active constraints are satisfied (the possible errors in enforcing the constraints
should be included as disturbances). In some cases this consumes all the available degrees of freedom. For
example, if the original problem is linear (linear cost function with linear constraints

�6�
and

�"!
), then it is

well known that from Linear Programming theory that there will be no remaining unconstrained variables.
However, for nonlinear problems (e.g.

� �
is a nonlinear function), the optimal solution may be uncon-

strained in the remaining variables, and such problems are the focus of this paper. The reason is that it is
for the remaining unconstrained degrees of freedom (which we henceforth call � ) that the selection of con-
trolled variables is an issue. For simplicitly, let us write the remaining unconstrained problem in reduced
space in the form ���	�
 �7� � ����� (3)

where � represents the remaining unconstrained degrees of freedom, and where we have eliminated the
states

�8�9�:� � �$�%� by making use of the model equations. These remaining degrees of freedom � need to
be specified during operation, and we use the feedback policy shown in Figure 1 where the � ’s are adjusted
dynamically to keep the controlled variables � at their setpoints ��1 . However, this constant setpoint policy
will, for example due to disturbances

�
(which change the optimal value of �;1 ) and implementation errors



) (which mean that we do not actually achieve � � �<1 ), result in a loss, = �>�@?(�ACBED
, when compared to

the truly optimal operation. If this loss is acceptable, then we have a “self-optimizing” control system:

Self-optimizing control (Skogestad 2000) is when we can achieve acceptable loss with con-
stant setpoint values for the controlled variables (without the need to reoptimize when distur-
bances occur).

Let us summarize how the optimal operation may be implemented in practice:
1. A subset of the degrees of freedom � � are adjusted in order to satisfy the active constraints (as given

by the optimization).
2. The remaining unconstrained degrees of freedom ( � ) are adjusted in order to keep selected constrolled

variables � at constant desired values (setpoints) �<1 . These variables should be selected to minimize
the loss.

Ideally, this results in “self-optimizing control” where no further optimization is required, but in practice
some infrequent update of the setpoints �<1 may be required. If the set of active constraints changes, then
one may have to change the set of controlled variables � , or at least change their setpoints, since the optimal
values are expected to change in a discontinuous manner when the set of active constraints change.

Example. Cake baking. Let us consider the final process in cake baking, which is to bake it in an oven.
Here there are two independent variables, the heat input ( � �GF$H�I� J

) and the baking time ( � !KF$H�I� L
). It

is a bit more difficult to define exactly what
�

is, but it could be quantifed as the average rating of a test
panel (where 1 is the best and 10 the worst). One disturbance will be the room temperature. A more
important disturbance is probably uncertainty with respect to the actual heat input, for example, due to
varying gas pressure for a gas stove, or difficulty in maintaining a constant firing rate for a wooden stove.
In practice, this seemingly complex optimization problem, is solved by using a thermostat to keep a constant
oven temperature (e.g., keep � � �5LM�ONQPSR

at 200
�
C). and keeping the cake in the oven for a given time (e.g.,

choose � ! � � ! ��T0�
min). The feedback strategy, based on measuring the oven temperature � � , gives a self-

optimizing solution where the heat input ( � � ) is adjusted to correct for disturbances and uncertainty. The
optimal value for the controlled variables ( � � and � ! ) are obtained from a cook book, or from experience.
An improved strategy may be to measure also the temperature inside the cake, and take out the cake when
a given temperature is reached (i.e., � ! is adjusted to get a given value of � ! �(LVU#WQX$P

.

We next consider a distillation case study where we follow the stepwise procedure of Skogestad (2000) for
selecting controlled variables. The example also illustrates how to include the implementation error ) in
the analysis.

3 Distillation case study

We consider a binary mixture with constant relative volatility Y �[Z]\^Z;T
to be separated in a distillation

column with 110 theoretical stages and the feed entering at stage 39 (counted from the bottom with the
reboiler as stage 1). Nominally, the feed contains 65 mole% of light component ( _0` �,� \ba]c

) and is saturated
liquid ( d�` �eZ]\b�

). This represents a propylene-propane splitter where propylene (light component) is taken
overhead as a final product with at least 99.5% purity (

�gfihj� \lk]kc
), whereas unreacted propane (heavy

component) is recycled to the reactor for reprocessing. We assume the feed rate is given and that there is no
capacity limit in the column.



Step 1: Degree of freedom analysis

For a given feed rate and given pressure the column has two degrees of freedom at steady state. These may
for instance be selected as the vapor and distillate flows,

� �nmpoqsr
Step 2: Cost function and constraints

Ideally, the optimal operation of the column should follow from considering the overall plant economics.
However, to be able to analyze the column separately, we introduce prices for all streams entering and
exiting the column and consider the following profit function t which should be maximized (i.e.

�u�v? t )t �xw6fyqez{w}|�~�?@w `�� ?@w}� o (4)

We use the following prices [$/kmol]w}f8��T"� � w}|@��Z���?�T"�0��|�� w ` ��Z�� � w6�@��� \^Z
The price

w������ \^Z
[$/kmol] on boilup includes the costs for heating and cooling which both increase

proportionally with the boilup o . The price for the feed is
w ` ��Z<�

[$/kmol], but its value has no signifi-
cance on the optimal operation for the case with a given feed rate. The price for the distillate product is 20
[$/kmol], and its purity specification is ��f�h(� \lk]kc
There is no purity specification on the bottoms product, but we note that its price is reduced in proportion
to the amount of light component (because the unneccessary reprocessing of light component reduces the
overall capacity of the plant; this dependency is not really important but it it realistic).

With a nominal feed rate � ��Z
kmol/min the profit value t of the column is of the order 4 [$/min],

and we would like to find a controlled variable which results in a loss = less than 0.04 [$/min] for each
disturbance (corresponding to a yearly loss of less than about $20000).

Step 3: Disturbances

We consider five disturbances:� �
: An increase in feed rate � from 1 to 1.3 kmol/min.� !
: A decrease in feed composition _�` from 0.65 to 0.5��
: An increase in feed composition _;` from 0.65 to 0.75�]�
: A decrease in feed liquid fraction d<` from 1.0 (pure liquid) to 0.5 (50% vaporized)�U
: An increase of the purity of distillate product

�Mf
from 0.995 (its desired value) to 0.996

The latter is a possible safety margin for
�Mf

which may take into account its implementation error. In
addition, we include the implementation error ) for the other selected controlled variable (see below).



Step 4: Optimization

In Table 1 we give the optimal operating point for the five disturbances; larger feed rate ( � �vZ"\b�
), less and

more light component in the feed ( _;` �,�%\�c
and _<` ��� \ba]c

), a partly vaporized feed ( d<` �,� \�c
), and a purer

distillate product (
�Vf8��� \lk]k]a

).
As expected, the optimal value of all the variables listed in the table (

�gf'�E��|���qK� � � = � � � o � � � t � � ) are
completely insensitive to the feed rate, since the columns has no capacity constraints, and the efficiency is
assumed independent of the column load.

Step 5: Candidate controlled variables

The top product purity constraint is always active, that is, it is alsways optimal to have
��f���� \lk]kc

, so the
distillate composition

�Vf
should be selected as a controlled variable ( � � ).

We are then left with one unconstrained degree of freedom which we want to specify by keeping the
setpoint of a controlled variable at a constant value.

From Table 1 we see that the optimal bottom composition
�g|

stays fairly constant around 0.04. This
indicates that a good strategy for implementation may be to control

��|
at a constant value of 0.04. However,

there at least two practical problems associated with this choice. First, on-line composition measurements
are often unreliable and expensive. Second, dynamic performance may be poor because it is generally
difficult to control both product compositions (“dual or “two-point” control) due to strong interactions. e.g.
(Shinskey 1984) (Skogestad and Morari 1987). Thus, if possible, we would like to control some other
variable.

The following six alternatives for the second controlled variable ( � ! ) are considered��|���q�� � � = � = � � � o � � � = �"q
We consider implementation errors of about 20% in all variables, including

��f
(the other controlled vari-

able). From Table 1 we see that the optimal value of
qK� � varies considerably, so we expect this to be a

poor choice for the controlled variable (as it violates requirement 1). For the other alternatives, it is not easy
to say from our requirements of from physical insight which variable to prefer. We will therefore evaluate
the loss.

Step 6: Evaluation of loss

In Table 2 we show for � ��Z
[lmol/min] the loss = � t ACBEDy? t [$/min] when each of the six candidate

controlled variables are kept constant at their nominally optimal values. Recall that we would like the loss
to be less than 0.04 [$/min] for each disturbance. We have the following comments to the results given in
Table 2:

1. As expected, we find that the losses are small when we keep
�g|

constant.

2. Somewhat surprisingly, for disturbances in feed composition _0` it is even better to keep = � � or o � �
constant.

3. Not surprisingly, keeping
q�� � (or

q
) constant is not an acceptable policy, e.g., operation is infeasible

when _�` is reduced from 0.65 to 0.5.

4. All alternatives are insensitive to disturbances in feed enthalpy ( d;` ).

5. = �0q is not a good controlled variable, primarily because its optimal value is rather sensitive to feed
composition changes.
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Figure 2: Typical distillation column controlled with the = o -configuration

��f ��| qK� � = � � o � � = �"q t � ���� ���	�6�"� � \lk]kc � \b�0�� � \la]�]k Z;c%\l�]ac Z;c%\b�"�"� T"� \bc]� �*\bc]T"�� �eZ]\l� � \lk]kc � \b�0�� � \la]�]k Z;c%\l�]ac Z;c%\b�"�"� T"� \bc]� �*\bc]T"�_<` ��� \bc � \lk]kc � \b�"�T � \���]a Z;c%\bT"�T Z;c%\bc]T]c � Z]\bT"� T%\lk�"�_<` �,� \b�]c � \lk]kc � \b�]c"� � \b�0�*Z Z<�*\bc0�� Z;c%\bT"�"� Z�k \laT c%\laT"�d�` ��� \bc � \lk]kc � \b�0�� � \la]�]k Z;c%\^Z��]� Z;c%\bT]�]T T"� \la]� �*\bc]�%Z��f8��� \lk]k]a � \lk]k]a � \b�0��T Z]\bT]�0� Z;c%\bc"k"� Z�a \bT"�T T0�*\���� �*\��]��
Nominal values: ���@�¡ £¢$¤¥�K¦¨§ ©�ª� £«¬¤�®�¡§ ¦

Table 1: Optimal operating point (with maximum profit t � � ) for distillation case study



��|���� \l�"� qK� � ��� \ba"�]k = ��Z;c%\l�]ac = � � ��Z;c%\l�]ac o � � ��Z;c%\b�"�"� = �"q>�5T"� \bc]�
��� �¯�°�6�"� � � � � � �� ��Z]\l� � � ±�\b²�³�´ � � �_<` ��� \bc � \l�T"� �°� µ \ � \b�"�]� �%\b�]�"� � \b�"� Z ³6\b±�¶}·_<` �,� \b�]c � \l� Z�k ¸�\b²}¹6± � \b�"�]a �%\b�]�"a � \b�"�"� ±�\°³�¸}¶d�` ���%\�c � \l�]�]� � \b�"�]� � \b�"� Z �%\b�]�%Z � \b�"�]� � \l�]�]���fº���%\bk]k"a ±�\b±�»}· ±�\l±�»}¶ ±�\l±�¶�³ ±�\l±V¶�³ ±�\l±�¶�³ ±�\b±�¶}¹T"�¼ �	��½*� \l¾2¿E¿Q�]¿ � \l� Z;T �°� µ \ ±�\	³}³%¶ ±�\	³�³�¶ ±�\	³�¸MÀ ±�\°³�¹6±ÁbÂ�Ã § denotes infeasible operation

Nominal values: Ä"ÅÆ�Æ¦¨§ Ç2Ç2ª; O¢ ¤ �K¦¨§ ©�ª� £« ¤ �®�¡§ ¦
20% impl.error: Ä"È��É¦;§ ¦�Ê�Ë; OÌÎÍ��É�É¦;§ÐÏ�©¡©¨ OÑÒ���EË;§ ¦¡Ë; £ÑMÍ��É���EË;§ ¦¡Ë; ÔÓVÍ��Õ���EË;§ Ë2ª; OÑMÍ�Ì8�ÆÖ¡Ë;§×Ö�Ë

Uacceptable loss (larger than 0.04) shown in bold face

Table 2: Loss [$/min] for distillation case study.

6. For a implementation error (overpurification) in
�gf

where
�Vf

is 0.996 rather than 0.995 all the alter-
natives give an unacceptable loss of about 0.09. We conclude that we should try to control

�Øf
close

to its specification.

7. For reflux = and boilup o one needs to include “feedforward” action from � (i.e. keep = � � ando � � constant).

8. Use of = � � or o � � as controlled variables is very attractive when it comes to disturbances, but these
variables are rather sensitive to implementation errors.

9. Other controlled variables have also been considered (not shown in Table). For example, a constant
composition (temperature) on stage 19 (towards the bottom),

� �SÙ ��� \bT"�
, gives a loss of 0.064 when_<` is reduced to 0.5, but otherwise the losses are similar to those with

��|
constant.

Step 7: Further analysis and selection of controlled variables

The previous steps are based on steady-state economics only, and in the final selection other factors must
also be considered, inlcuding their controllability properties. This may change the order of candidate con-
trolled variables. Hopefully, at least one of the control structures that was acceptable from a steady-state
economic point of view, is also acceptable from a dynamic point of view. Otherwise, one may consider
design changes in order to improve the controllability, or consider the need for in-line optimizing control.

For our case study, we find from Table 2 that the following three candidate sets of controlled variables
yield the lowest losses � � ��m ��|��f r � � ! �nm = � ���f r � � � ��m�o � ���f r
As mentioned, the “two-point” control structure � � where both compositions are controlled, results in a
difficult control problem. The loss will then be larger than indicated, and it is probably better to keep= � � or o � � constant. Since it is usually simpler to keep a liquid flow = � � rather than a vapor flow o � �
constant (less implementation error), we conclude as follows:

Proposed control system.



Ú o is used1 to keep
��fº��� \bk"kc

.Ú = � � �vZ;c%\l��
is kept constant.

Remark. If it turns out to be difficult to keep = � � (or o � � ) constant, then we may considering using =
(or o ) to keep a temperature towards the bottom of the column constant.

4 Optimal choice of controlled variables

Above we selected the controlled variables � simply as a subset of the measurements - . However, more
generally we may allow for variable combinations and write � �jÛ�� - � where the function

Û�� - � is free to
choose. Here the number of controlled variables ( � ’s) is equal to the number of degrees of freedom. If we
only allow for linear variable combinations then we haveÜ � �,Ý Ü - (5)

where the constant matrix
Ý

is free to choose. Does there exist a variable combination with zero loss
for all disturbances, that is, for which � ACBED��O��� is independent of

�
? As proved by Alstad and Skogestad

(2002) the answer is ”yes” for small disturbance changes, provided we have at least as many independent
measurements ( - ’s) as there are independent variables ( � ’s and

�
’s). The derivation Alstad and Skogestad

(2002) is surprisingly simple: In general, the optimal value of the - ’s depend on the disturbances, and we
may write this dependency as - ACBED��O��� . Locally, that is for small deviations from the optimal operating point,
the value of - ACBED$�O��� depends linearly on

�
, Ü - ACBQD��S�%��� � Ü �

(6)

where the sensitivity � �9� - ACBQD��S�%�Q�"��� is a constant matrix. We would like to find a variable combinationÜ � ��Ý Ü - such that
Ü � ACBEDÞ���

. We get
Ü � ACBEDÞ��Ý Ü - ACBEDÞ��Ý � Ü �Ò���

. This should be satisfied for any
value of

Ü �
, so we must require that

Ý
is selected such thatÝ � ���

(7)

This is always possible provided we have at least as many (independent) measurements - as we have
independent variables ( � ’s and

�
’s) (Alstad and Skogestad 2002): First, we need one � (and thus one extra- ) for every � , and, second, we need one extra - for every

�
in order to be able to get

Ý � �,�
.

Implementation error

One issue which we have not discussed so far is the implementation error ) , which is the difference be-
tween the actual controlled variable � and its desired value ( ) � � ? ��1 ). In some cases there may be no
implementation error, but this is relatively rare.

Figure 1 is a bit misleading as it (i) only includes the contribution to ) from the measurement error, and
(ii) gives the impression that we directly measure � , whereas we in reality measure - , i.e. ) in Figure 1
represents the combined effect on � of the measurement errors for - .

In any case, the implementation error ) generally needs to be taken into account, and it will affect the
optimal choice for the controlled variables. Specifically, when we have implementation errors, it will no
longer be possible to find a set of controlled variables that give zero loss. One way of seeing this is to

1There are other possible choices for controlling ÄÅ , e.g. we could use the distillate flow Ì . However, Ó has a more direct
effect.



consider the implementation error ) as a special case of a disturbance
�
. Recall that to achieve zero loss,

we need to add one extra measurement - for each disturbance. However, no measurement is perfect, so
this measurement will have an associated error (“noise”), which may again be considered as an additional
disturbance, and so on.

Unfortunately, the implementation error makes it much more difficult to find the optimal measurement
combination, � �vÛ�� - � , to use as controlled variables. Numerical approaches may be used, at least locally
(Halvorsen et al. 2003), but these are quite complicated.

5 Example: Optimal operation of blending of gasoline

The following example illustrates clearly the importance of selecting the right controlled variables, and
illustrates nicely of the method of Alstad and Skogestad (2002) for selecting optimal measurement combi-
nations, for the case when implementation error is not an important issue.

Problem statement. We want to make 1 kg/s of gasoline with at least 98 octane and not more than 1
weight-% benzene, by mixing the following four streamsÚ Stream 1: 99 octane, 0% benzene, price

w � �9�O�%\	Zßzxà � �
$/kg.Ú Stream 2: 105 octane, 0% benzene, price

w ! ��� \bT"�]�
$/kg.Ú Stream 3: 95 octane, 0% benzene, price

w��'�,� \^Z;T
$/kg.Ú Stream 4: 99 octane, 2% benzene, price

w}�á�,� \^Z��c
$/kg.

The maximum amount of stream 1 is 0.4 kg/s. The disturbance is the octane contents in stream 3 (
�¥�5âÒ�

)
which may vary from 95 (its nominal value) and up to 96. We want to obtain a self-optimizing strategy that
“automatically” corrects for this disturbance.

Solution. For this problem we have� �'�v�"à � à ! àK� à��M�Cã
where

à�ä
[kg/s] represents the mass flows of the individual streams. The optimization problem is to minize

the cost of the raw material�7� � �$���5å ä w*äæà�äM�9�S� \^Z'z�à � �¬à � zç� \bT0à ! zç�%\	Z;T¨àK�yzx� \	Z<�c0à��
subject to the 1 equality constraint (given product rate) and 7 inequality constraints.à � zxà ! zxàK�Þzxà��á�vZà � h(�à ! h(�àK�èh(�à��Îh(�à � &(� \��k]kÎà � z�Z��c4à ! zxâé�yàK�Þzçk]k�à��éh(k]�T0à��Î&eZ
At the nominal operating point (where

âê�ß����ëß�,kc
) the optimal solution is to have� �Qì ACBED��O� ë ��kc"�����"� \bT"a �%\	Z�k"a � \bc0�]� �7� ã



which gives
�]ACBED��S��ë��@� � \	Z<��]T0�

$. We find that three constraints are active (the product rate equality
constraint, the non-negative flowrate for

àÉ�
and the octane constraint). The same three constraints remain

active when we change
â��

to
k�

, where the optimal solution is to have� �Qì ACBED$�S�¥�,k�"�����"� \bT"� �%\b��"c � \b�]T]c �ß� ã
which corresponds to

�ACBED��O���k�]����� \	Z�T"a
$.

The proposed control strategy is then to use three of the degrees of freedom in � � to control the following
variables (active constraint control)

1. Keep the product rate at 1 kg/s
2. Keep the octane number at 98
3. Keep

àK�4���
This leaves one unconstrained degree of freedom (which we may select, for example, as � ��à �

, but which
variable we select to represent � is not important as any of the three variables

à �
,
à !

or
àK�

will do). We
now want to evaluate the loss imposed by keeping alternative controlled variables � constant at their nominal
optimal values, �21 � � ACBED��S��ë�� . The available measurements available are a subset of � � , namely- �v�"à � à ! àK�M� ã
Here we have excluded

àK�
since it is kept constant at 0, and thus is independent of

�
and � . Let us first

consider keeping each individual flow constant (and the two others are adjusted to satisfy the active product
rate and octane number constraints). We find when

�¥�,âí�
is changed from 95 to 97:Úî� �,à �

constant at 0.26:
�@�,� \	Z�T"a]�]a

corresponding to loss = �,� \^Z;T"a"�]aé?�� \^Z;T"aê��� \l�]�]�"�]aÚî� �,à !
constant at 0.196: Infeasible (requires a negative

àÕ�
to satisfy constraints)Úî� �,àK�

constant at 0.544:
�u�,� \^Z�� Z��]T

corresponding to loss = ��� \^Z�� Z<�TÎ?ï� \^Z;T"aí���%\b�]�]c"�T
Let us now obtain the optimal variable combination that gives zero loss. We use a linear variable

combination � �,Ý - �,Û � à � zçÛ ! à ! zçÛ6��àK�
The relationship between the optimal value of - and the disturbance is indeed linear in this case and we
have Ü - ACBEDÞ� � Ü �¥�ñðòó � \bT"��?ï� \bT"a� \l��]cé?ï� \^Z�k]a� \b�]T]cé?ï� \bc0�]�

ô¬õö ZT Ü �Ò�÷ðòó ?è� \b�"�?è� \b�"a�%\b�]k
ô¬õöø ùûú ü`
Ü �

To get a variable combination with zero loss we must have
Ý � �,�

or?Î� \l�]�Û � ?�� \l�]aÛ ! zç� \l�]kÛ*�'�,�
In this case we have 1 unconstrained degree of freedom ( � ) and 1 disturbance (

�
), so we need to combine at

least 2 measurements to get a variable combination with zero loss. This is confirmed by the above equation
which may always be satisfied by selecting one element i

Ý
equal to zero. We then find that the following

three combinations of two variables give zero loss:
1. � �,à � ?ý� \�c¨à !

: Zero loss (derived by setting
Û6�þ�,�

and choosing
Û � ��Z

)
2. � ���"à � zxàK�

: Zero loss (derived by setting
Û ! ���

and choosing
Û6�'�vZ

)
3. � �vZ]\bc0à ! zxàK�

: Zero loss (derived by setting
Û � �,�

and choosing
Û6�'��Z

)



There are an infinite number of variable combinations of 3 measurements (
à � �$à ! �EàK�

) with zero distur-
bance loss. However, if we also include the implementation error, then there will a single optimal combi-
nation of 3 measurements.

Change in prices. In the above example, the prices were assumed constant. If the prices change, then
we may easily correct for this. It may done in two different ways:

1. Make the setpoint �21 a function of prices (this is probably the simplest and most obvious approach).

2. Keep constant setpoints, and instead include the prices as extra “measured disturbancxes”.

The latter approach is probably less obvious so let us illustrate how it can be applied to our blending
example. We consider the case where the price of stream 2 may vary. Specifically, changing the price

w !
from 0.2 to 0.21 gives the new optimum� �Qì ACBED$�ÿw ! �,� \�T�Z]��âé�ß�,kc"�����"� \bT"� � \^Z��]� � \bc"�T �ß� ã
and defining - �9�"à � à ! àK� w ! � ã�Ò���0âé� w ! � ã
gives Ü - ACBED:� ðòòòó

?Î� \l�]� T%\l�?Î� \l�]a ?è� \l�� \l�]k ?íZ]\bT� Z
ô õõõöø ùûú ü`
Ü �

We then have � �,Ý - ��Û � à � zîÛ ! à ! zîÛ*��àK�yzçÛ �Ôw !
To get a variable combination with zero loss we must have

Ý � �,�
or?Î� \l�]�Û � ?�� \l�]aÛ ! zç� \l�]kÛ*�'�,�T"Û � ?�� \l�Û ! ? Z]\bT]Û*�ÞzçÛ �þ���

The first equation is the same as above (and has the same solutions), and from the last equation the price
correction factor is: Û �þ��?éT]Û � zç� \l�Û ! z�Z]\bT]Û*�
This gives the following optimal variable combinations with price correction:

1. � �,à � ?ý� \�c¨à ! ?xT%\���w !
(since

Û*�á�v?éT
�

Zßzç�%\b�
�

�û?Î� \bc]��z�Z"\�T
�

� ��?ÎT%\����
2. � ���"à � zxàK�7?ï�*\l�2w !
3. � �vZ]\bc0à ! zxàK�ÞzîT%\���w !

It seems here that the sum of the first and third variable combination gives a possible “magic” controlled
variable, which is independent of the price

w��
. However, it turns out that this variable is

à � z à ! zíàK�
, which

indeed is independent of the price, is also identical to one of the equality constraints (the total mass flow is
always 1), so this variable is degenerate and fixing its value does not provide any additional information.



Matlab file

H = [0.2 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0]
f = [0.1 0.2 0.12 0.185] % prices
A = [-99 -105 -95 -99; 0 0 0 2; -1 0 0 0; 0 -1 0 0;

0 0 -1 0; 0 0 0 -1; 0 0 0 1]
b = [-98 1 0.4 0 0 0 0]’
Aeq = [1 1 1 1 ]
beq = 1

[X,FVAL]=QUADPROG(H,f,A,b,Aeq,beq)

The answer X is the optimal mass fractions of the four streams.
The cost (\$/kg) is: FVAL = 0.5*X’*H*X + f’*X

To find active constraints compute: b-A*X.
(The active constraints will correspond to zero values)

Disturbance d: Octane number of stream 3 changed to 97:

A = [-99 -105 -97 -99; 0 0 0 2; -1 0 0 0; 0 -1 0 0;
0 0 -1 0; 0 0 0 -1; 0 0 0 1]

[X,FVAL]=QUADPROG(H,f,A,b,Aeq,beq)

Change in price of stream 2 from 0.2 to 0.21

f = [0.1 0.21 0.12 0.185] % prices
A = [-99 -105 -95 -99; 0 0 0 2; -1 0 0 0; 0 -1 0 0;

0 0 -1 0; 0 0 0 -1; 0 0 0 1]
[X,FVAL]=QUADPROG(H,f,A,b,Aeq,beq)

6 Conclusion

The selection of controlled variables for different systems may be unified by making use of the idea of self-
optimizing control. The idea is to first define quantitavely the operational objectives through a scalar cost
function

�
to be minimized. The system then needs to be optimized with respect to its degrees of freedom� � . From this we identify the “active constraints” which are implemented as such. The remaining uncon-

strained degrees of freedom � are used to controlled selected controlled variables � at constant setpoints. In
the paper it is discussed how these variables should be selected. We have in this paper not discussed the
implementation error ) � � ? ��1 which may be critical in some applications (Skogestad 2000).
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